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This paper presents an experimental study where we engaged citizens in a user-driven innovation
process to design smart services, exploiting data collected by a low-cost pervasive sensing
infrastructure, called Beanstalk. Such as infrastructure has been developed with the final goal to
deliver data back to local communities which are empowered to act and leverage the collected
hyperlocal information. In doing that, we organized different user-driven innovation sessions aimed
to capture communities’ ideas and desires, with the intent to develop human centred and transparent
intelligent urban environments. The preliminary results show the interest of citizens in being
informed about the phenomena revealed by the gathered data and in acting toward a sustainable
development, through the creation of smart services.
Citizens participation, user-driven innovation, sensing, pervasive infrastructure, smart urban environment

grant. Detached from the underlying realities and
opportunities these corporations have their own
economic interests at heart rather than the wellbeing
of the local context, including communities needs
and environmental sustainability.

1. INTRODUCTION
In 1991, Mark Weiser envisioned an emerging
“physical world that is richly and invisibly interwoven
with sensors, actuators, displays, and computational
elements, embedded seamlessly in the everyday
objects of our lives, and connected through a
continuous network” (Weiser and Gold, 1999).
Nowadays, his vision has become more real than
ever, thanks to the wide diffusion of low-cost
sensors, and innovative ICT and other pervasive
computing technologies (Augusto et al., 2013). In
fact, the environment is increasingly becoming more
instrumented and interconnected as pervasive
sensors and smart devices are generating vast
amounts of data (Zaslavsky et al., 2013; Balestrini et
al., 2014). The generated data in turns produce new
insights and knowledge about the world we live in,
that can benefit communities and increase the
citizens well-being (Kitchin, 2014; Melis et al.,2016;
Prandi et al., 2017a).

The Beanstalk platform was an experiment in this
complex political and cultural context (Nunes et al.,
2017). Deployed in a Touristic Island the platform
aimed at exploring low-cost passive Wi-Fi sensing to
understand the flows of locals and visitors. Unlike
many other commercial or institutional ventures
based on using Wi-Fi activity to provide mobility
analytics, Beanstalk emerged from the collaboration
of many stakeholders, including the Tourism Board,
small businesses, and communities. Beanstalk is a
hardware testbed composed of more than 70 lowcost passive Wi-Fi tracking nodes. The
infrastructure spans many touristic points of interest
in Madeira Islands with the goal of collecting a large
amount of
anonymous data
to
explore
spatio-temporal
patterns
as
well
as
sustainability-related phenomena. In fact, this
research is particularly relevant for islands, not only
because they are vulnerable to climate change
impacts, but also because they provide unique
conditions to test complex variables in a controlled
environment. In this context, a particular area of
interest to investigate is the collection of huge
volumes of data to exploit in the creation of smart

In a world where sensing data is becoming
inexpensive, the results from data collection and
analysis are rarely transparent and open, and even
more rarely made available to the communities that
the data affects, to act upon. Locals could act and
take advantage of this information in a different way
than the commercial use and expensive access that
big corporations and telecom providers usually
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services to foster a sustainable development and
improve the citizens’ as well as the visitors’ wellbeing.

the movement of people in tourist destinations, and
data related to the air quality and weather conditions
(Prandi et al., 2017a). The data gathered by the
infrastructure was also used to generate public
visualizations (Redin et al., 2017, Prandi et al.,
2017b) with the goal of raising awareness about the
impact of tourism, in term of mobility flows, and
sustainability-related variables (such as CO2
emissions and energy consumption) in the Island.

As mentioned previously, we implemented our case
study in Madeira, an Atlantic Ocean archipelago,
one of the outermost regions of Europe. With
270.000 inhabitants, Madeira attracts more than 1,3
million tourists per year, with a significant impact in
the economy (tourism accounts for approximately
20% of the region’s GDP), but also on the
environment. To note is that such area accounts for
80% of the biodiversity of the European continent
and provides a unique testbed for testing pervasive
technologies for sustainability issues.

In order to deploy our infrastructure, we invited
citizens, including people working for public entities
and owners of small businesses, such as bars and
restaurants, to install our sensors. Through this
collaboration, we managed to increase the number
of sensed POIs to more than 70. Moreover, in
collaboration with the main bus company in Funchal
(capital city of Madeira), we installed our system in
20 buses, covering three high-frequency routes.

With the final goal to deliver data back to local
communities which are empowered to act and
leverage this information, we decided to included
citizens in the process by exploiting user-driven
innovation strategies (Buur and Matthews, 2016;
Chang and Kaasinen, 2011) as a creative tool to
empower locals in design services answering to their
actual needs. This paper presents the preliminary
outcomes resulting from an exploratory study,
emphasizing the relevance to include citizens in the
loop of exploiting data and designing services in the
context of smart and intelligent environments,
toward a sustainable development.

In recent years, different projects tried to deploy a
pervasive infrastructure for passive tracking and
sensing – see, for examples, (Cunche et al., 2014;
Dixon et al., 2013; Sapiezynski et al., 2015), but the
Beanstalk infrastructure represents a unique
example thanks to its characteristics:
•

The paper is structured as follows. The next Section
will briefly present the Beanstalk pervasive sensing
infrastructure. Then, we present the user-driven
innovation sessions we performed engaging
residents of Madeira. Section 4 describes the
resulting insights and challenges emerged from the
performed sessions, and, finally, Section 5
concludes the paper.

•
•
•

deployed thanks to the involvement of
citizens, across all the Madeira archipelago
(i.e., Madeira and Porto Santo islands);
gathering data about mobility flows (thanks
to the passive Wi-Fi tracking) and other
urban measures, including air quality;
using low-cost components (i.e., common
routers and low-cost USB sensors);
still working and collecting huge volumes of
data during more than two years.

2. THE BEANSTALK INFRASTRUCTURE

3. METHODOLOGY

Beanstalk allows passive Wi-Fi tracking, exploiting
standard low-cost routers used with a modified
operating system to collect probe requests from the
devices people carry around the deployed node
(Nunes et al., 2017). Unlike other commercial
systems, Beanstalk doesn’t store the IDs of the
Wi-Fi devices, therefore, protecting the privacy of
users. Moreover, each Wi-Fi node is equipped with
a low-cost environmental sensors station with the
goal of complementing the data gathered through
the Wi-Fi tracking infrastructure with data about the
urban environment. The additional sensors can
measure CO2, CO, NO2, O3, SO2, NO, PM
2.5/PM10, noise, temperature, humidity and air
pressure.

With the aim of exploring how to include citizens in
the creative process and benefit the local
communities through a participatory minded
approach, we selected four distinct communities
pertaining to four different sites in the island and
performed four separate participatory brainstorming
sessions mediated by HCI/interaction designer
experts, to capture the communities’ ideas and
desires.
The four chosen sites and related communities were
selected based on capturing diverse communities
across the island, preferably not co-located, and
making use of the local personal connections and
people availability to participate in the workshop.
The four sessions were performed in four different
Madeiran municipalities and involved different
stakeholders:

The Wi-Fi nodes of the Beanstalk infrastructure can
gather data in a non-intrusive way, exploring the
possibility to provide a wider community of
stakeholders with information about sustainabilityrelated issues, such spatio-temporal patterns about

•
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Funchal: a class of 28 17 year-old students
enrolled in the Francisco Franco Secondary
School in Funchal;
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•
•
•

Câmara de Lobos: 5 teachers and 29
students (10-14 year-old) of a school in
Câmara de Lobos;
Calheta: a group of young adults from
Calheta;
Machico: 19 students from different classes
of a high school in Machico.

In all the scenarios, the hunt statement that drove
the participatory design workshops was:
Creating smart services exploiting the Beanstalk
pervasive infrastructure by determining how to use
the information to best serve the needs of locals in
Madeira.

Figure 1: A storyboard presenting the idea behind the
mobile app to assist users with respiratory issues.

Each participatory session was organized by a
different group of investigators, following a similar
process: a brief introduction, the description of the
Beanstalk infrastructure, a warm-up exercise, a
concept ideation phase in small groups, a mixing
ideas activity in larger groups, the presentation of
the selected concept. The presentation of the
Beanstalk infrastructure and the collected data was
crucial to let participants becoming aware of the
potential of the system for creating transparent
intelligent (urban) environments.

Camara do Lobos
A peer-to-peer solar energy market system was the
concept resulting from the user-driven innovation
workshop in Camera do Lobos. The idea is to enable
residents buying and selling renewable energy
produced by solar panels on their homes to each
other (and directly to businesses). In fact, energy
management, and, in particular, storing energy is a
open issue in the Madeira island (Miguel et al.,
2017). Figure 2 shows two wireframes sketched
during the session, visualizing the functionalities that
the web-site can provide to manage the energy
market.

4. KEY RESULTS
Participants expressed interest and curiosity in the
Beanstalk infrastructure and empowered to explore
the collected data for creating services to answer
their needs. In fact, different ideas came out during
the workshops, inspired by the variety of information
available from the system. The resulting concepts
were mostly related to the key issues in the Madeira
eco-system: nature and biodiversity, sustainability
(in terms of energy and air quality), and culture. At
the end of each session, guided by the experts, the
community selected one main idea as the most
interesting and representative of the needs or
desires of that specific group. The resulting final four
ideas are described as follows.

Figure 2: Some wireframes representing the idea of the
peer-to-peer solar energy market system.

Funchal
The selected result from the session in Funchal was
a mobile application to monitor air quality and
weather conditions through the city of Funchal. The
main purpose of such a system is to support users
afflicted by asthma and other respiratory issues in
walking the city, providing live information regarding
most polluted and pollen dense areas. In fact, within
Portugal, the island of Madeira has the higher
prevalence of asthma: active asthma affects 14.6%,
and atopy affects 54% of the population (Berenguer
et al., 2014).

Machico
The idea generated by the participants from Machico
was related to an open-air museum of Machico
history with location-based content and stories that
are created and curated by locals that uses the
Beanstalk network bus Wi-Fi system as an entry
point and enabling technology. The idea is to explore
crowdsourcing and users generated content to
collect authentic story about such a city, in audio,
text or video format. Moreover, anyone will be able
to save or share a story that he/she really enjoyed.
These two features determine how long the story
stays active. Participants also thought to exploit the
login functionality exposed by social networks to
prevent users to share unappropriated contents and
emphasize accountability and sense of community

The app would suggest paths that taking into
consideration the users’ needs and preferences.
Figure 1 presents a storyboard expressing the idea
behind the designed mobile application.
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among users. Students also proposed to use the
transportation system of the island as an
advertisement for the stories and call for action for
potential curators and storytellers.

Beanstalk) to empower citizens in creating services
to answer their needs and the sustainability of the
island.
In particular, in this context we envision two
interesting challenges that need to be better
investigated related to citizens participation and
appropriation of the infrastructure, to develop usercentred
and
transparent
intelligent
urban
environments:

Calheta
The young-adults engaged in the session in Calheta
designed a mobile app to assist walkers hiking in
Madeira levada walks: historical canals created for
irrigation purpose, nowadays popular walking routes
across the island that tourists and local use to
exercise and to discover Madeiran natural
landscapes and rich biodiversity. The app will exploit
crowdsourcing and Beanstalk to improve safety
alerting users with push notifications about
dangerous situations caused by weather hazards
such as excess rain, wind or fog, keeping into
account weather condition and the local area
network (Figure 3 shows a storyboard representing
an example of the system usage). The final goal of
the application is to reduce the number of accidents
while hiking in Madeira that is linear increasing
during the last years.

(i)
(ii)

Stimulate participation of citizens in order to
become providers of data, enlarging the
pervasive infrastructure;
Foster citizens participation to design
services exploiting the sensed data toward a
sustainable development.

Moreover, considering that Madeira accounts for
80% of the biodiversity of the European continent,
we are also investigating the idea to augment the
Beanstalk infrastructure with bio-acoustic sensors
for biodiversity monitoring. This scenario opens new
challenges and research opportunities, not only
considering the area of sustainable HCI (DiSalvo et
al., 2010; Dourish, 2010; Silberman et al., 2014) but
also the emerging need of designing smart services
in a “more-than human” perspective (Bastian, 2016;
DiSalvo et at., 2011; Forlano, 2016).
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We here present an exploratory study involving
residents of the Madeira island in user-driven
innovation actions aimed to design smart services,
exploring the data gathered by the smart urban
environment that surround them, created deploying
a pervasive sensing infrastructure.
As future work, we intend to better investigate the
challenges emerged during the study, engaging a
relevant number of residents in a participatory
design process with the final aim of proving citizens
with smart services, to develop user-centred and
transparent intelligent urban environments.

Figure 3: A storyboard representing the use of the app to
assist walkers in Madeira.

5. INSIGHTS AND OPEN CHALLENGES
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